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Abstract

A Hojin is an \( n \) by \( n \) square lattice with each cell containing a symbol (such as a number or a letter). Further, these numbers or letters are designed to exhibit symmetry. For example, a magic square is a Hojin where the symmetry embedded is that the numbers in each row, column and a center diagonal have an equal sum. This paper reports a new Hojin: a birthday Hojin and a circle Hojin. The birthday Hojin is the 4 by 4 Hojin with the birthday given as an eight digit numbers (four-digit number for a year; two-digit number for a month; and two-digit number for a day) will be divided four components and embedded in four cells. The circle Hojin on any refinement of a single square can include circle (ellipse) in each square (rectangle) where the circle (the ellipse) is inscribed to the square (rectangle). The sum of the circle (ellipse) area must be equal to the area of the original single circle.

1. Introduction

Hojin [1, 5] in Japanese mathematics means a magic square (or Lo Shu in Chinese). A Hojin is an \( n \) by \( n \) square lattice with each cell containing a number where these numbers satisfy a certain constraint: sums in each row, column, and a center diagonal are equal. More general Hojin can have other symmetries.

Several Hojins (squares) have been studied in discrete mathematics [3, 8-11], typified by Latin squares and Greco-Latin squares (Euler squares) [2]. As several names such as Hojin, Lo Shu, and Squares indicated, they have been extensively studied in world wide ([1] in Japan for example) and for a period of historic scale. Greco-Latin squares have been used in the experimental design to make sure all the possible combination of the control factors are involved. As for Latin square, 9x9 two layered latin square are used a puzzle known as Sudoku [4].

On the other hand, cellular automata (CA) have been attracting attention as a potential model for complex systems (e.g., [12]). CA also can be expressed as a square lattice where each cell can take one state among several states. One difference between CA and Hojin is that the former is a dynamical system, while the latter is a static one.
In order to bridge between CA and Hojin, this paper tries a preliminary study to design a dynamic Hojin that changes by a certain rule while satisfying the symmetry of Hojin. Since there is much degree of freedom in a design of the dynamic Hojin, this paper can present an example of the dynamic Hojin based on symmetric Hojins.

![Figure 1. A Hojin Composed by Gakuho Abe](image)

Figure 1. A Hojin Composed by Gakuho Abe
Section 2 presents Hojin with specific numbers embedded, giving examples of Gakuho Hojin and the 4x4 birthday Hojin. Section 3 briefly states the studies of Hojin with geometric figures placed instead of numbers. Among geometric Hojins, we focus on circle Hojins.

2. Embedding Specific Numbers In Hojin

2.1. Gakuho Hojin

Gakuho Abe is a composer of Hojin [1]. Among many types of Hojins he composed, an interesting one is a multi-scale Hojin. As shown in Figure 1, entire Hojin consists of 16 of 4 by 4 Hojins where the constant sum of each Hojin, in turn, forms 4 by 4 higher level Hojin.

2.2. Birthday Hojin

Specific numbers may be embedded in Hojin. For example, birthday when expressed as some digit numbers can be embedded. Figure 2 shows two examples where the date 113.4.16 is embedded with the constant sum 34 in the diagonal (left) and the date 1605.2.11 with the constant sum 34 in the top row (right). These two Hojins come from a collection of dynamic Hojin [11].

A challenge for this type of birthday Hojin is how to handle the case when same numbers appeared as in 2001.1.1, for Hojin requires distinct numbers for each cell. There are many ways to embed numbers in Hojin.

![Figure 2. Birthday HOJINs, e.g., for the birthdays: 0113.04.16 diagonal (left) and 1605.02.11 top row (right)](image)

3. Geometric Hojin

Geometric Hojin is a new type of Hojin that can include geometric figure in each cell instead of numbers. Because a geometric figure is included each cell, the Hojin can have several regularities other than the constraint satisfied by the magic square: the equal sum in row, column, and center diagonal. We can build an example of 4x4 dynamic Hojin based on 4x4 symmetric Hojin. The regularity can
be geometric symmetries as in symmetric Hojin (section 3.1). Other regularities include that the constraint of the equal sum of the area of the circles in one Hojin as in circle Hojin (section 3.2).

3.1. Symmetric Hojin

In Hojin, each cell usually holds a number, however, it can be a symbol or any other objects as far as they can have some specific relation [5]. Indeed, Latin squares and Greco-Latin Squares hold letters. The study of symmetric Hojin suggested the Hojins themselves would exhibit a geometric symmetry (when letters are considered as geometric pattern as in Figure 3 below and left), although Hojin can exhibit position symmetry (when letters are considered as literally letters as in Figure 3 above and right).

![Figure 3](image_url)

Figure 3. Symbol HOJINs arranged as a Mandara form.

3.2. Circle Hojin

*Geometric Hojin* holds a geometric object in each cell instead of numbers. Another example of the geometric Hojin is a circle (and ellipse) Hojin [6] whose cells hold a geometric object of circle.

Circle Hojins can be composed by two primitive processes: a refinement with squares where a circle is inscribed inside (Figure 4); and a refinement with rectangles where an ellipse is inscribed inside (Figure 4 below). Composite circle
Hojins may be built by combination of these two processes with distinct scales (Figure 4 left and right).

![Hojin combinations](image)

Figure 4. Circle HOJINs arranged as a Mandara form. The sum of circle area of these Hojins are identical.

By sequentially applying these processes, many beautiful patterns can be drawn. For example, Figure 5 left and right can be drawn by applying the original circle Hojin in Figure 5 center. Again, the sum of circle area are equal for these three circle Hojins in Figure 5.

![Hojin examples](image)

Figure 5. Two examples of beautiful circle HOJINs (left and right) where both are obtained by applying refinement to the original circle Hojin (center).

4. Discussions

The way of building the Birthday Hojin proposed a problem of composing Hojin when given any distinct four numbers. The challenge of Birthday Hojin: the four
numbers may not be distinct when the date expressed as four consecutive numbers inspired us several ways of embedding numbers in Hojin.

The Circle Hojin, on the other hand, inspired us to design a design tool that allows users to solve the problem of how to draw any given painting by combining and arranging primitive operations of refinement.

As for the significance of the work for intelligent systems, we need to remind ourselves that design problems are of vital importance due to the difficulty in attaining creativity by machines. The mathematical objects such as Hojins may be considered as an intelligent media that allows human to inspire not only academic objects but also artistic objects.

5. Conclusions

An attempt to develop new types of Hojin (square) has been made with an emphasis that Hojins would have external symmetry in the relation among Hojins other than the internal symmetry so far studied.

Further, since Hojin is a mathematical object similar to numbers, each Hojin could have a specific character similarly to a specific numbers. Composing new type of Hojin is a design mathematics that is required for education in current Engineering and Science.
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